


About Us
Established in 1983, Civil Engineering Professionals, Inc. (CEPI) 

is a Wyoming-based firm located in Casper. For more than 30 

years we have provided place-based design solutions for a broad 

range of public, private, institutional, corporate and civic clients.  

CEPI offers the only landscape architectural services in Central 

Wyoming. As team-structured experts committed to innovative 

practices in the disciplines of landscape architecture and civil 

engineering, we provide clients with a uniquely collaborative team 

that identifies comprehensive and holistic project solutions. Diverse 

in size, program and location, our projects are unified by a desire 

to blend the built and un-built environments into meaningful and 

enduring places. 

Our Mission
At CEPI, we “do the right thing.” This mission statement embodies 

our approach to providing the highest quality professional services 

to our clients. When we approach a project, we strive to find the 

best solution. We don’t focus on profit margins or the size of the 

project. We simply do the right thing. This attitude paired with our 

high–quality technical services, long–term service commitments 

and local knowledge contribute to the continued success of our 

clients and CEPI.

We are a team of professionals with a history of successfully work-

ing together to meet the needs of our clients and their projects. 

Our team is committed to the success of a project and providing a 

comprehensive and complete design package.



Philosophy
CEPI provides diverse and comprehensive design and planning 

services for the built and natural environments. We believe that a 

design should offer the user an enhanced experience in the land-

scape, while remaining environmentally responsible and contrib-

uting a positive impact on the social quality of the community for 

years to come. We strive to be stewards of the land while finding 

a balance between form and function.

Our landscape architecture and civil engineering departments offer 

our clients the expertise and capabilities from years of professional 

experience. Many CEPI projects involve collaboration between 

our departments as well as outside consultants, which increases 

our understanding by combining the principles and perspectives 

of different disciplines to create comprehensive, responsible and 

innovative solutions. 

CEPI offers the work process, manpower and technical services 

necessary to coordinate projects from the initial planning through 

the final implementation phases.



Services
Trail System Planning
We have a history in Central Wyoming of all types of trails. 

Whether through town or in the mountains, we have the knowhow 

to complete any trail system. 

Park Design
CEPI has designed many parks in Central Wyoming, big and 

small, from community parks to sports facilities. 

Commercial Landscape Architecture
Through intelligent site design, irrigation design and landscape 

design we complete any commercial design from start to finish. 

Water Feature Design
CEPI can design the right water feature in the right spot to fit the 

size and scale of any project. 

Native Landscape Design
We know a sustainable landscape is achieved through a holistic 

approach. Native plants provide an essential function to our 

landscape. They offer food for wildlife, filter impurities for ground 

water, keep the ecosystem in balance, stabilize soil, recycle 

CO2 and much more. When used in your landscape, native 

plants are beneficial because they can survive in the local climate. 

Use less water if the correct plant is placed in the correct location, 

and contribute to the unique western aesthetic we all love so much.

Irrigation Design
A sustainable landscape is also one that is water conscious. At 

CEPI, we use the best irrigation methods and technologies to prac-

tice smart watering techniques and cut wasteful watering. 

Xeriscaping
Xeriscaping does not mean covering a landscape in drab rock 

mulches. It does not mean yucca and sagebrush. Through knowl-

edge of plants and irrigation, we work with our clients to produce 

beautiful, low maintenance, low water consuming landscapes. 

Firewise Landscape Design
When moisture is low, fire danger is high. That’s why homeowners 

and landowners should consider using plants and practices that 

will help protect their home in the event of a forest fire. CEPI can help.

Synthetic Turf & Sports Fields
Nobody in the state has designed more synthetic sports fields than 

CEPI. We have designed numerous real and artificial sports fields 

along with tracks and other field events. We have also design 

entire soccer complexes and baseball/softball fields.  
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